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Abstract1

Personnel rostering is a challenging combinatorial optimisation prob-2

lem in which shifts are assigned to employees over a scheduling period,3

while subject to organisational, legislative and personal constraints. Aca-4

demic models for personnel rostering typically abstractly conceptualise5

complex real world problem characteristics. Often only one isolated schedul-6

ing period is considered, contradicting common practice where personnel7

rostering inherently spans multiple dependent periods. The state of the8

art offers no systematic approach to address this modelling challenge, and9

consequently, few models capture the requirements imposed by practice.10

The present paper introduces the concepts of local and global consistency11

in constraint evaluation processes and proposes a general methodology to12

address these challenges in integer programming approaches. The impact13

of inconsistent constraint evaluation is analysed in a case study concern-14

ing rostering nurses in a hospital ward, of which the data has been made15

publicly available. The results demonstrate that the proposed methodol-16

ogy approximates the optimal solution.17

18

Keywords: Personnel rostering, Constraint evaluation, Integer program-19

ming, Case study20

1 Introduction21

Personnel rostering problems are encountered in almost every organisation around22

the world. Despite possible differences in contractual and operational regula-23

tions, the core problem remains the same: assign a working shift or day-off to24

each employee on each day of the scheduling period while accommodating a25

set of constraints, such that the demand for each day is met. Partly due to26

its omnipresence, the problem of automatically generating rosters has received27

considerable attention during the last decades (Van den Bergh et al, 2013).28
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While numerous exact algorithms and heuristics have been developed by1

the academic community, issues pertaining to the practical implications of the2

rostering process have received far less attention. This has been a caveat since3

the beginning of personnel rostering as a problem domain and continues to4

be so within contemporary state of the art academic research. Most available5

datasets for personnel rostering make significant abstractions from real world6

considerations, thereby effectively modelling a different problem.7

The focus of academic studies on automated personnel rostering is often as-8

sociated with solving problems containing a single, isolated scheduling horizon9

rather than on improving the quality of rosters over a long period. Salassa and10

Vanden Berghe (2012) denote such isolated scheduling horizon methodologies11

as static horizon approaches to personnel rostering. Whether or not a schedul-12

ing period should be isolated from a larger employment period does not affect13

its computational complexity, which probably aided academics in ignoring the14

schedule’s history. However, in practice, applications are strongly influenced15

by the inertia of previous periods as they can have a significant impact on the16

considered resources, i.e., the employees.17

The research question addressed in the present paper is to investigate the18

effect of schedule periods preceding the current one on the efficiency and ef-19

fectiveness of optimisation approaches. Problems regarding continuity in con-20

straint evaluation are discussed, which arise when an isolated scheduling period21

is considered. A classification of such issues, as well as a general methodol-22

ogy for addressing them in integer programming (IP) approaches are presented.23

In doing so, the state of the art is significantly advanced as, until now, there24

was no systematic conceptual approach to the highlighted modelling challenges.25

The benefits of the proposed approach are validated in a case study concerning26

rostering nurses in a hospital ward.27

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly intro-28

duces personnel rostering. Section 3 identifies the primary shortcomings with29

respect to continuity in current state of the art personnel rostering, and in-30

troduces the concepts of local and global inconsistency. Related work and the31

discrepancies with current contributions are also discussed. Section 4 presents32

the general methodology for integer programming approaches. Experimental33

results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and34

directions for future research.35

2 Problem definition36

Let D = {1, ..., d} be the current scheduling period consisting of d days. Given37

a set of employees E = {1, ..., e}, the goal is to assign at most one shift to each38

employee on each day of the scheduling period. Typically, coverage require-39

ments set by the organisation must be met, while respecting each employee’s40

contractual constraints as much as possible. Table 1 shows examples of the two41

main types of contractual constraints: counter constraints and series constraints.42

Counter constraints denote constraints that can be evaluated by counting the43
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appearance of certain types of assignments in a roster. Series constraints are1

restrictions on successive assignments (Smet et al, 2014). Note that many more2

examples of counter and series constraints can be found in the academic litera-3

ture and in practice (Burke et al, 2010; Drake, 2014).4

Counter constraints

Minimum and maximum number of days shift s can be assigned
Minimum and maximum number of hours worked
Number of assignments with skill k

Series constraints

Minimum and maximum number of consecutive days shift s can be assigned
Maximum number of consecutive days worked
Forbidden shift changes (e.g. no early shift after a late shift)

Table 1: Examples of counter and series constraints

To address the large variety of, often conflicting, constraints, a subset of5

them may be relaxed to soft constraints. The objective of the problem is thus6

to minimise the weighted sum of soft constraint violations. It should be clarified7

that while many criteria are employed when determining which constraints to8

relax, there are some constraints that are always hard, such as forbidden shift9

changes between shifts that overlap in time.10

3 Inconsistent constraint evaluation11

This section identifies constraint evaluation inconsistencies in personnel roster-12

ing due to continuity, and classifies counter and series constraints accordingly.13

Furthermore, previous research efforts addressing some of the identified issues14

are reviewed.15

3.1 Local and global consistency16

Due to the inherent continuity of personnel rostering, static horizon approaches17

may induce an inconsistent evaluation of contractual constraints. Inconsistent18

constraint evaluation may be defined at two levels: local and global.19

Local inconsistencies occur when evaluating series constraints at the bound-20

ary of the scheduling period. Exclusively considering the current scheduling21

period proves insufficient when attempting to use the same evaluation functions22

throughout the entire scheduling period: information regarding what happened23

in the preceding period is required. An evaluation procedure is locally consistent24

only if it considers assignments from the preceding scheduling period.25

Example 3.1 Consider the evaluation of a constraint which limits each em-26

ployee to working, at most, four consecutive days. Using data only from the27
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current period, this series constraint is impossible to correctly evaluate (Figure1

1a). Information regarding the assignments made in the preceding scheduling2

period is necessary for a locally consistent constraint evaluation (Figure 1b).3

Clearly, an inconsistent evaluation procedure will not count the obvious con-4

straint violation in the example represented by Figure 1b.5

On

Previous Current scheduling period

? On On OffOn

(a) Inconsistent constraint evaluation

On

Previous Current scheduling period

On On On OffOn

(b) Locally consistent constraint evaluation

Figure 1: Examples of (in)consistent evaluation of series constraints

Global inconsistencies are relevant when considering solutions over more6

than two scheduling periods. This is particularly relevant for counter constraints7

since series constraints rarely span more than two scheduling periods. If counter8

constraints ignore previous scheduling periods, it becomes impossible to carry9

information across multiple periods. However, carrying over penalties is ex-10

actly what manual planners do implicitly to enable compensation over multiple11

scheduling periods.When assignments from more than one scheduling period are12

considered, constraint evaluation is globally consistent.13

Example 3.2 In organisations using annualized hours, working time is mea-14

sured per year rather than per month. This approach allows for increased flex-15

ibility by letting employees work more during peak periods such that seasonal16

demands may be satisfied without penalising overtime in those periods (van der17

Veen et al, 2014). Using a static horizon approach, it is impossible to obtain18

solutions which are balanced over multiple scheduling periods. However, a glob-19

ally consistent evaluation of the constraint on hours worked per month enables20

optimised solutions under annualised hours.21

3.2 Related research22

Glass and Knight (2010) were the first to point out continuity problems for23

series constraints in personnel rostering. By adding specialised continuity con-24

straints at the start of the scheduling period and counting additional implied25

penalties at the end, a more realistic solution for the ORTEC01 benchmark26

instance was generated. Glass and Knight empirically demonstrated the effect27

of locally consistent evaluation, and provided basic evidence for developing a28

general approach of handling continuity for series constraints, in addition to29

measures which ensure global consistency. A similar approach was presented by30

Ikegami and Niwa (2003), who explicitly modelled restrictions on the first few31

days of the current period, based on assignments from the preceding period.32

Other research has focussed on consistency of both counter and series con-33

straints. Burke et al (2001) described a commercial nurse rostering system in34
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which assignments from the previous period are used to modify constraint pa-1

rameters in the current scheduling period. Smet et al (2014) presented a general2

model for personnel rostering in which information regarding past scheduling3

periods may be included so that constraints can be appropriately initialised.4

Finally, Warner (1976) used the working history to balance the solution cost of5

the employees’ previous rosters and their preferences for the current period.6

Benchmark datasets are often used to evaluate the performance of new al-7

gorithms. Table 2 classifies five personnel rostering datasets based on whether8

they allow for stepping horizon approaches, and thus provide historical data, or9

whether they are restricted to a static horizon. Recently, the second Interna-10

tional Nurse Rostering Competition (INRC II) devoted a significant amount of11

attention to this topic, thereby responding to concerns on the first International12

Nurse Rostering Competition which made strong abstractions from real roster-13

ing practices. Evidently, the published framework to simulate rostering under14

stepping horizon policies supports this paper’s contributions.15

Static horizon datasets Stepping horizon datasets

NSPLib (Vanhoucke and Maenhout, 2007) KAHO (Bilgin et al, 2012)
Nottingham (Brucker et al, 2010) INRC II (Thi Thanh Dang et al, 2015)
INRC I (Haspeslagh et al, 2014)

Table 2: Overview of benchmark datasets

4 Consistent constraint evaluation in IP16

To enable both local and global consistency, Salassa and Vanden Berghe (2012)17

introduced the stepping horizon paradigm for personnel rostering, in which data18

from the preceding period imposes restrictions on the current scheduling period.19

Figure 2 illustrates this concept and compares it against the static horizon20

approach.21

time
Past data Current scheduling 

period

New data

Current problem data: new data + past data

(a) Stepping horizon

time
Current scheduling 

period

Current problem data: new data

(b) Static horizon

Figure 2: Comparison of stepping and static horizon approaches (Salassa and
Vanden Berghe, 2012)
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Concrete implementations of the stepping horizon concept result in consis-1

tent evaluation procedures. The current section presents such implementations2

for counter constraints and series constraints within integer programming ap-3

proaches.4

4.1 Counter constraints5

To achieve global consistency, the concepts of counter start value (CSV) and6

counter remainder value (CRV) are introduced. Based on Burke et al (2001),7

these values are calculated for each counter in the current scheduling period,8

based on both previous rosters and data concerning the future.9

The remainder value represents the maximum value a counter may attain10

when considering all future scheduling periods in which the counter is relevant.11

The start value is the cumulated value a counter has attained during the preced-12

ing scheduling periods. For example, if there is a constraint on the permitted13

number of holiday days worked per year, CSV is set to the number of working14

holiday days accumulated from the start of the year until the start of the current15

scheduling period. CRV is, correspondingly, set to the number of holidays yet16

to come.17

Before solving the problem, CRVc and CSVc are set to initialize each counter18

constraint c. CRVc is subtracted from the constraint’s minimum value; CSVc is19

used as a start value of the constraint for the current scheduling period. Con-20

straint (1) details how CSVc and CRVc are included in the integer programming21

formulation of a general counter constraint c. Let MIN c, MAX c be the mini-22

mum, maximum value allowed for this counter. Dc and Sc are the sets of days23

and shifts, respectively, for which the counter constraint holds. For example,24

when defining a constraint on the number of days worked, these sets will contain25

all days and all shifts.26

The constraint is formulated in terms of xijk decision variables which get a27

value of one if shift k is assigned to employee i on day j, and zero otherwise. To28

avoid unnecessarily complicating the presentation, decision variables are limited29

to three indices. While a skill dimension is not included, the formulation may30

be straightforwardly extended to incorporate this and other dimensions.31

MIN c − CRV c ≤ CSV c +
∑
j∈Dc

∑
k∈Sc

xijk ≤ MAX c ∀i ∈ E (1)

Note that this stepping horizon approach does not require any additional32

constraints in an integer programming formulation given that it merely modifies33

the standard formulations. Consequently, it may also be easily included in34

other approaches for personnel rostering, such as constraint programming or35

(meta)heuristics.36

4.2 Series constraints37

By providing past data, information on the previous period, constraint eval-38

uation is no longer restricted to the current period, but can be extended to39
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the previous period, thereby correctly constraining the first days of the current1

scheduling period. Depending on the type of series constraint, different addi-2

tional constraints are required in an integer programming formulation. While3

the presented methodology focuses on integer programming, the concepts can be4

directly transferred to other algorithms. Once again, the additional constraints5

are formulated in terms of xijk variables.6

4.2.1 Forbidden shift change constraints7

The succession of two shifts may be restricted using forbidden shift change con-8

straints. Constraint (2) shows the standard integer programming formulation9

of this constraint. Let F be a set of shift type pairs (k, k′) which must not be10

assigned on two consecutive days.11

xijk′ + xi(j+1)k ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ E, j ∈ {1, .., d− 1}, (k, k′) ∈ F (2)

In a stepping horizon setting, the first day of the current scheduling period12

is restricted only by the assignment on the last day of the preceding scheduling13

period. If the previous scheduling period’s final day had an assignment to shift14

k, then shift k′ may not be assigned on the first day of the current scheduling15

period given the forbidden shift change constraint (k, k′). Constraints (3) and16

(4) are the additional constraints necessary for a completely locally consistent17

evaluation of hard and soft forbidden shift change constraints, respectively. Let18

x̃ijk be the (fixed) solution of the preceding scheduling period and d̃ the length19

of the preceding scheduling period.20

xi1k′ ≤ 1− x̃id̃k ∀i ∈ E, (k, k′) ∈ Fh (3)

xi1k′ − pfchif ≤ 1− x̃id̃k ∀i ∈ E, (k, k′)f ∈ F s (4)

Note that for Constraint (4), the variables pfchif keep track of whether the21

constraint is violated or not, and should thus be added to the objective function22

with an appropriate weight.23

4.2.2 General series constraints with an upper bound24

Whereas the forbidden shift change constraints presented a straightforward spe-25

cial case, general series constraints require more complex constraints for achiev-26

ing local consistency. Constraint (5) shows the standard integer programming27

formulation of a general series constraint sr with an upper bound. Let MAX sr
28

be the maximum allowed series length and Ssr the set of shifts for which the29

series holds. For example, in a constraint on consecutive days worked, this set30

will contain all shifts.31

MAX sr∑
m=0

∑
k∈Ssr

xi(j+m)k ≤ MAX sr ∀i ∈ E, j ∈ {1, ..., d−MAX sr} (5)
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The idea is to enable constraints to span into the preceding period without1

explicitly modelling additional decision variables for the previous period’s days.2

To achieve this, the left-hand side of Constraint (5) is modified based on given3

assignments from the preceding period. Constraints (6) and (7) are the addi-4

tional constraints required for obtaining complete local consistency for hard and5

soft constraints, respectively.6

MAX sr−m∑
j=0

∑
k∈Ssr

x̃i(d̃−j)k +

m∑
j=1

∑
k∈Ssr

xijk ≤ MAX sr

∀i ∈ E,m ∈ {1, ...,MAX sr}
(6)

MAX sr−m∑
j=0

∑
k∈Ssr

x̃i(d̃−j)k +

m∑
j=1

∑
k∈Ssr

xijk − psrim ≤ MAX sr

∀i ∈ E,m ∈ {1, ...,MAX sr}
(7)

Similar to the forbidden shift changes, the penalty variables psrim in Con-7

straint (7) should be added to the objective function with an appropriate weight.8

4.2.3 General series constraints with a lower bound9

The standard integer programming formulation of a general series constraint10

sr with a lower bound is shown in Constraint (8), with MIN sr the minimum11

allowed length of the series.12

∑
k∈Ssr

xi(j−w−1)k + w −
w∑

m=1

∑
k∈Ssr

xi(j−m)k +
∑

k∈Ssr

xijk ≥ 1

∀i ∈ E,w ∈ {1, ...,MIN sr − 1}, j ∈ {(w + 2), ..., d}
(8)

Applying this constraint across multiple scheduling periods results in two13

direct consequences: 1) the first term of the left-hand side will always lie in the14

preceding scheduling period, and 2) the last term of the left-hand side will always15

lie in the current scheduling period. The middle term,
∑w

m=1

∑
k∈Ssr xi(j−m)k,16

can cross the boundary between the two periods. Constraints (9) and (10) show17

the additional constraints required for locally consistent evaluation of general18

series constraints with a lower bound.19

∑
k∈Ssr

x̃i(d̃−(w−(j−1)))k + w −
w−(j−1)∑

m=1

∑
k∈Ssr

x̃i(d̃−(m−1))k −
j−1∑
m=1

∑
k∈Ssr

ximk +
∑

k∈Ssr

xijk ≥ 1

∀i ∈ E,w ∈ {1, ...,MIN sr − 1}, j ∈ {1, ..., w + 1}
(9)
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∑
k∈Ssr

x̃i(d̃−(w−(j−1)))k + w −
w−(j−1)∑

m=1

∑
k∈Ssr

x̃i(d̃−(m−1))k −
j−1∑
m=1

∑
k∈Ssr

ximk +
∑

k∈Ssr

xijk + psriwj ≥ 1

∀i ∈ E,w ∈ {1, ...,MIN sr − 1}, j ∈ {1, ..., w + 1}
(10)

When Constraint (10) is used, the penalty variables psriwj should be added1

to the objective function with an appropriate weight.2

5 Case study3

To illustrate the practical impact of considering preceding scheduling period(s)4

on the personnel rostering problem, the computational results of a case study5

are discussed in detail.6

5.1 Case description7

The case study concerns the geriatrics ward in a medium-sized hospital of around8

300 beds in Belgium. Data for the year 2013 was sourced directly from the9

company that integrated the presented rostering model into its HR software.10

The anonymised data will be made public immediately upon on-line publication11

of the manuscript.12

The ward has 21 permanent staff members, each having one or more of four13

possible qualifications: head nurse (HN, nine nurses), regular nurse (RN, 1414

nurses), night nurse (NN, five nurses) and caregiver (CG, five nurses). Depend-15

ing on the contract, a nurse is required to work between 395 and 1984 hours16

per year, or between approximately 7.6 and 38 hours per week. Furthermore,17

nurses’ contracts contain constraints which balance the number of undesirable18

shifts and forbid particular shift assignments (such as allocating long shifts to19

part time nurses) while simultaneously limiting the number of consecutive days20

and night shifts worked. Finally, sufficient resting time must be ensured between21

two consecutive working days.22

All contractual constraints are defined as soft constraints for which the23

weights were individually set by expert human planners. Table 3 details the24

constraint definitions and their weights.25

Work is organised into eight different shifts which may be grouped into four26

types: early, day, late and night. Coverage requirements are expressed in terms27

of both shifts and qualifications, and specified as an exact number of required28

nurses. Table 4 shows an overview of the shifts and coverage requirements. Due29

to staff absences and structural understaffing, coverage requirements typically30

prove very difficult to satisfy and are therefore considered soft constraints. The31

weight of each coverage requirement, also set by experienced planners, is detailed32

between brackets in Table 4. It is important to note that for caregivers demand33

is expressed in terms of shift types, rather than specific shifts. Whenever a34
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Constraint Type Weight

Maximum 0 early shifts Counter 100000
Maximum 0 short shifts Counter 100000
Maximum 0 long shifts Counter 100000
Maximum 5 consecutive days worked Series 1500
Minimum 4 consecutive night shifts worked Series 1000
Maximum 7 consecutive night shifts worked Series 1000
Minimum 11 hours rest after a shift Series 1000
Minimum 5 late shifts Counter 750
Maximum 7 late shifts Counter 750
Required number of hours worked Counter 50
Skill usage Counter 0, 1, 10

Table 3: Constraint definitions and weights

caregiver is assigned to any shift of a particular type, their assignment counts1

towards fulfilment of the demand. A head nurse is only required on week days,2

while the demand for caregivers working an early shift drops from two to one3

in the weekend.4

Type Id Start time End time Demand

HN RN NN CG

Early V01 6:45 15:15 3 (750)
1, 2 (500)V02 6:45 13:00

V09 6:45 12:45

Day D16 8:00 16:06 1 (500)

Late A01 13:30 21:30 2 (750)
2 (500)A11 15:30 21:30

A12 15:00 21:30

Night N03 21:15 7:00 1 (7500)

Table 4: Shift types and coverage requirements

To represent the ward as accurately as possible, long-term absences such as5

maternity leave, career breaks or long-term illness, have also been taken into6

account. Typically, such unavailabilities are known long beforehand and may7

thus be considered as input data. Clearly, if it is known that a nurse will be8

unavailable, no assignments should be made on their days of absence.9

5.2 Experimental setup10

To illustrate the impact of local and global inconsistencies, a series of experi-11

ments was set up within which a roster for the full year 2013 was constructed12

using three different approaches. Firstly, the full year was solved as one in-13

stance. Secondly, the static horizon approach was used in which each month14

was solved separately and then concatenated into a solution for the one-year pe-15
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riod. Thirdly, the stepping horizon implementation presented in Section 4 was1

applied when solving each month separately before concatenating all solutions2

into a one-year roster. Finally, the roster constructed by the manual planner3

was also studied in the experimental analysis.4

Optimal solutions for all problems were obtained by solving their integer5

programming formulation using CPLEX 12.6.1, configured for four threads on6

a Dell Poweredge T620, 2x Intel Xeon E5-2670 with 128GB ram. The integer7

programming formulation, without the stepping horizon constraints described8

in Section 4, is presented in Appendix A.9

5.3 Local inconsistencies10

Local inconsistency is quantified as the total number of violations of series con-11

straints in the one-year period, denoted by Qy. This value is calculated for12

different approaches outlined in Section 5.2. Let M be the number of months13

in year y, and Qm the number of series violations in month m. The local in-14

consistency in the one-year roster obtained with the static horizon approach is15

denoted by Qy,stat (Equation (11)).16

Qy,stat =

M∑
m=1

Qm,stat (11)

For the stepping horizon approach, let Qy,step be the local inconsistency after17

concatenating the one-month rosters (Equation (12)).18

Qy,step =

M∑
m=1

Qm,step (12)

Finally, let Qy,opt be the lower bound on the number of series violations,19

obtained by solving the full year as one instance.20

Table 5 shows which series constraints were violated in the solutions gener-21

ated by the various approaches. By solving the full year as one instance, the22

optimal solution contained no violations of series constraints, so that Qy,opt = 0.23

Predictably, the static horizon approach failed to capture the series constraints24

at the boundaries of the scheduling period, resulting in Qy,stat = 95. The25

stepping horizon approach resulted in Qy,step = 1, thus yielding a close approx-26

imation of the best possible number of violations. These results demonstrate27

the relation defined in Equation (13) between the different approaches.28

Qy,opt < Qy,step � Qy,stat (13)

The last column in Table 5 details the number of violations in the manually29

constructed roster. This roster is difficult to compare with the other results, as30

the manual planner often used ad hoc considerations which were not defined as31

constraints in the input, such as a temporary drop in patient admissions which32

lowered the coverage requirements. Therefore the problem data may potentially33

differ from the data used as input for the automated approaches.34
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Constraint Optimal Static Stepping Manual
horizon horizon

Maximum 5 consecutive days worked 0 62 0 233
Minimum 4 consecutive night shifts 0 17 1 49
Maximum 7 consecutive night shifts 0 0 0 1
Minimum 11 hours rest after a shift 0 16 0 44
Shift overlap 0 0 0 0

Total 0 95 1 327

Table 5: Comparison of local inconsistency in the solutions obtained by different
approaches

Concrete examples of the stepping horizon’s impact are shown in Figure 3.1

Evidently, when using the static horizon approach, assignments made during2

March 2013 are not taken into account when constructing the roster for April3

2013. Consequently, various series violations at the boundary of the scheduling4

period occur. Employee 4426, for example, has an isolated night shift (N03) on5

the last day of March. This violation is not incurred in the solution obtained by6

the stepping horizon approach, where the employee’s first three days of April7

are also night shifts. Similar scenarios exist for employee 3567 (violation of8

minimum required rest hours between two shifts) and employee 3501 (violation9

of maximum number of consecutive days worked).10

(a) Excerpt of a solution generated with static horizon

(b) Excerpt of a solution generated with stepping horizon

Figure 3: Comparison of rosters generated by static and stepping horizon ap-
proaches
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5.4 Global inconsistencies1

To illustrate the impact of global inconsistencies, an experiment was set up2

simulating the hospital working under annualised hours. When solving the full3

year month per month, the challenge is to balance under- and overtime across4

multiple scheduling periods. To quantify global inconsistency, the difference5

between the required number of hours worked and the actual number of hours6

worked is measured. Since individual nurse contracts vary, they were grouped7

into three different sets based on their availability: full time (1), half-time (2)8

and part-time (3).9

Table 6 shows the percentage difference between the required and actual10

number of hours worked for each group. When solving the full year as one11

instance, each nurse almost works their required number of hours. By not12

carrying over information from previous periods, the static horizon approach13

is unable to balance overtime. The stepping horizon approach, contrastingly,14

results in smaller gaps for nurses in group one. There is an increase for the15

other groups, since they contain nurses with unstable contracts which render16

them unavailable for part of the year, thus making it more difficult to achieve17

their required number of hours. Overall, the stepping horizon approach leads to18

an increase compared to the static horizon, however, the resulting rosters will19

be fairer in terms of distribution of overtime.20

Results for the manually constructed roster are also shown, however, as with21

the local inconsistencies, these results should be interpreted with care. Indeed,22

the additional parameters considered by the manual planner when constructing23

the rosters, cannot be reproduced. The manual rosters have been constructed24

under significantly different problem parameters from the computational exper-25

iments.26

Optimal Static Stepping Manual
horizon horizon

Group 1 0.1% 8.7% 5.5% -38.3%
Group 2 1.0% 8.1% 13.4% -36.6%
Group 3 29.4% 33.4% 50.2% -39.0%

Total 10.2% 16.7% 23.4% -38.0%

Table 6: Comparison of global inconsistency for different approaches

While the aggregated results in Table 6 may not clearly convey the benefits27

of the stepping horizon approach, they do greatly impact the rosters them-28

selves. Figure 4 shows, for the nurses in group one, the percent gaps between29

the required and the actual number of hours worked each month in solutions30

generated by the different approaches. For each nurse, the left graph represents31

the optimal solution, the center graph shows the static horizon solution, and32

the right graph depicts the stepping horizon solution.33

The optimal solution indicates that the coverage requirements are higher34

during the first half of the year, resulting in overtime. Through the annualized35
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Figure 4: Comparison of monthly over- and undertime in solutions generated by
different approaches. The graphs represent the optimal solution solution (left),
the static horizon solution (center), and the stepping horizon solution (right).
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hours framework, this overtime is subsequently compensated for during the1

second half of the year. Under a static horizon approach, this compensation2

is impossible, and the nurses are rostered in such a way that they work their3

normal number of hours in the second half of the year. Finally, the stepping4

horizon approach approximates the pattern from the optimal solution: overtime5

is accumulated in the first half of the year which is compensated for by the second6

half.7

6 Conclusions8

The present paper presented a methodology for addressing continuity issues in9

constraint evaluation for personnel rostering, which had not been approached10

conceptually in the state of the art. The contributions are formulated in the con-11

text of integer programming such that they may be easily incorporated into ex-12

isting staff rostering approaches. Nevertheless, the concepts are general enough13

to be applied within other optimization techniques such as constraint program-14

ming and (meta)heuristics.15

A case study concerning rostering nurses in a hospital ward was used to ac-16

curately evaluate the proposed approaches. Computational experiments demon-17

strated how the stepping horizon is a close approximation of the optimal solu-18

tion. The results convincingly advocate a stepping horizon approach in real19

world settings, where local and global consistency are essential.20

While this paper focused on including the inertia of past rosters, future21

events also influence the current scheduling period. These future events can22

be anticipated in several ways, such as modelling uncertainty in demand via23

stochastic programming, or by extending the proposed stepping horizon poli-24

cies to acknowledge a priori known events. Future research in staff rostering25

should focus on addressing these challenges to further bridge the gap between26

theory and practice.27
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A Integer programming formulation33

This section presents the integer programming formulation of the rostering prob-34

lem in the case study discussed in Section 5.35

Decision variables36

xijkl =

{
1 if employee i is assigned to shift k on day j using skill l
0 otherwise

15



E set of employees
S set of shifts
K set of skills
Ki set of skills for which employee i is qualified
D set of days in the planning horizon
D′i days on which employee i must not be assigned to any shift
Fh set of hard forbidden shift changes (k, k′) (overlapping shifts)
F s set of soft forbidden shift changes (k, k′) (rest time violation)
R set of coverage requirements
Sr required shifts in coverage requirement r
Kr required skills in coverage requirement r

Table 7: Set notation

uk duration of shift k in hours
dr day of coverage requirement r

nr number of employees required by coverage requirement r
hi number of hours employee i is required to work
m+

k maximum number of days working shift k
m−k minimum number of days working shift k
w+ maximum number of consecutive working days
t+k maximum number of consecutive days working shift k
t−k minimum number of consecutive days working shift k

ωh
i weight associated with employee i working too many hours

ωl
i weight associated with employee i working skill l

ωreq
r weight associated with coverage requirement r

ωfch
f weight associated with forbidden shift change f

ωw+

weight associated with maximum number of consecutive working days

ωm+

k weight associated with maximum number of days working shift k

ωm−

k weight associated with minimum number of days working shift k

ωt+

k weight associated with maximum number of consecutive days working shift k

ωt−

k weight associated with minimum number of consecutive days working shift k

Table 8: Parameter notation
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Model1

min f(x) (14)

s.t.
∑
k∈S

∑
l∈Ki

xijkl ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ E, j ∈ D (15)

∑
k∈S

∑
l∈Ki

xijkl = 0 ∀ i ∈ E, j ∈ D′i (16)

∑
l∈Ki

xijkl + xi(j+1)k′l ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ E, j ∈ {1, .., d− 1}, (k, k′) ∈ Fh (17)

xijkl ∈ {0, 1} ∀ t ∈ T, e ∈ E, j ∈ D, k ∈ S, l ∈ Ki (18)

The objective function (14) is a weighted sum of p variables representing the2

constraint violations. These variables are integers, and have a lower bound of3

zero.4

f(x) =
∑
r∈R

ωreq
r (preq

+

r + preq
−

r ) +
∑
i∈E

∑
j∈D

∑
k∈S

∑
l∈Ki

ωl
ixijkl +

∑
i∈E

ωh
i (ph

+

i + ph
−

i )+∑
i∈E

∑
j∈{1,..,d−1}

∑
f∈F s

ωfch
f pfchf

∑
i∈E

∑
j∈{1,..,d−w+}

ωw+

pw
+

ij +∑
i∈E

∑
k∈S

(ωm+

k pm
+

k + ωm−

k pm
−

k ) +
∑
i∈E

∑
j∈{1,..,d−t+k }

∑
k∈S

ωt+

k pt
+

ijk∑
i∈E

∑
w∈{1,..,t−k −1}

∑
j∈{(w+2),..,d}

∑
k∈S

ωt−

k pt
−

ijkw

Coverage requirements5

∑
i∈E

∑
k∈Sr

∑
l∈Ki∩Kr

xidrkl − preq
+

r + preq
−

r = nr ∀r ∈ R (19)

Hours worked6

∑
d∈D

∑
k∈S

∑
l∈Ki

ukxijkl − ph
+

i + ph
−

i = hi ∀ i ∈ E (20)

Rest time between two consecutive days7

∑
l∈Ki

xijkl + xi(j+1)k′l − pfchf ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ E, j ∈ {1, .., d− 1}, (k, k′)f ∈ F s

(21)

Maximum number of consecutive days worked8
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w+∑
m=0

∑
k∈S

∑
l∈Ki

xi(j+m)kl − pw
+

ij ≤ w+ ∀i ∈ E, j ∈ {1, ..., d− w+} (22)

Maximum number of assignments of particular shift types1

∑
l∈Ki

xijkl − pm
+

k ≤ m+
k ∀ i ∈ E, j ∈ D, k ∈ S (23)

Minimum number of assignments of particular shift types2

∑
l∈Ki

xijkl + pm
−

k ≥ m−k ∀ i ∈ E, j ∈ D, k ∈ S (24)

Maximum number of consecutive shift types worked3

t+k∑
m=0

∑
l∈Ki

xi(j+m)kl − pt
+

ijk ≤ t+k ∀i ∈ E, k ∈ S, j ∈ {1, ..., d− t+k } (25)

Minimum number of consecutive shift types worked4

∑
l∈Ki

xi(j−w−1)kl + w −
w∑

m=1

∑
l∈Ki

xi(j−m)kl +
∑
l∈Ki

xijkl + pt
−

ijkw ≥ 1 (26)

∀i ∈ E, k ∈ S,w ∈ {1, ..., t−k − 1}, j ∈ {(w + 2), ..., d}

Bounds on decision variables5

xijkl ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ E, j ∈ D, k ∈ S, l ∈ Ki (27)
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